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Conflict Assessment 

Russian losses – 60,430 (+820) soldiers killed, 2,380 (+26) enemy tanks, 4,991 (+42) armored  combat vehicles, 1,405 

(+8) artillery systems, 338 (+2) MLRS systems, 176 (+0) air defense systems, 265 (+1) warplanes, 228 (+2) helicopters, 

1,026 (+17) UAVs of the operational-tactical level, 246 (+0) cruise missiles, 15 (+0) warships/cutters, 3,811 (+25) trucks 

and tankers, 4 Iskander Missile Launchers (+0), 76 fuel bowsers (+0) and 130 (+0) units of specialized equipment. 

Key Takeaways 

Ukraine making large inroads 

into Northern Kherson – 

Kherson Oblast is strategically 

important for three primary 

reasons, (i) it supplies all the water 

to surrounding areas, including 

Crimea, (ii) it is the only direct land 

path for Russian forces to assault 

Odesa to the west and (iii) Ukrainian 

possession opens the road for an 

assault on Crimea proper.  

Odesa is vital for Russia as firstly, it 

opens the road to Transnistria, a 

Russian-speaking enclave in eastern Moldova, where they have approximately 1,500 Russian troops stationed and a 

headache for the Moldovan government, and secondly, it gives them control of the entire Black Sea coast of Ukraine, 

essential in attacking its economy. 

The sole land route to Odesa from Russian positions in the east, is through Mykolaiv to the north of Kherson (red arrow 

in the map below).  

Without access to this land route, Russia will need an amphibious assault, something they cannot do with their fleet 

tucked away behind Crimea in fear of Ukrainian anti-ship missiles, and the waters off Odesa heavily mined (red shaded 

area in the map). 

Now we see Ukraine’s very astute offensive and counteroffensive strategies, five of which being (i) long ago destroying 

all bridges across the River Dnipro to northern Kherson, (ii) constantly attacking Russian replacement pontoon 

crossings, (iii) tactically destroying Russian arms depots and command centers in areas both north and south of the 

river, (iv) as long ago, constant and successful attacks on the Russian Black Sea Fleet, now rendered ineffective in the 

waters behind Crimea and (v) (current – see below) reclaiming Kherson Oblast to the north of the river. 

Aside from protecting Odesa, vital for Ukraine’s economy, it is an instrumental element of its counteroffensive.  

From a geopolitical perspective, it also protects Moldova from Russian assault.  
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Current Ukrainian assault - as mentioned in previous Updates, Ukraine trapped a number of Russians north of the River 

Dnipro in Kherson Oblast. Russia evacuated its leadership some weeks ago to the southern banks of the river. 

Referring to the map 

alongside, Russian central 

forces north of the River 

Dnipro are grouped in a 

crescent, illustrated by red 

highlight in the largest circle, 

with defensive lines strung 

out along the continuing red 

line from south to north. 

In the crescent they located 

in larger cities and towns, 

from where they venture 

out.  

They do not have a  

predominant presence in the 

outlying countryside. 

Ukrainian forces as of earlier this morning have completely broken through Russian lines in the north of Kherson Oblast 

and north of the river, pushing them back to the Davydiv area crescent. 

Blue arrows show Ukrainian breakthroughs and red arrows Russian withdrawals. Ukraine has pushed the retreating 

forces into a compact area, around which they are being encircled – the broad blue line to their south.  

This effectively cuts the 

retreating Russian troops off 

from resupply and support. 

Referring to the other map to 

the right, once successful in 

wrapping up the northern 

sector, shaded in blue and 

marked A), Ukraine will turn to 

the southern sector north of 

the river, marked B and 

shaded in green. 

This reduces Russian-occupied 

areas of Kherson to the south 

of the river. 

It is expected that this will be 

complete between now and 

the onset of winter, allowing Ukraine to consolidate and bolster its forces. 

Russia is rushing trains of Iskander missile launchers from storage to Kherson Oblast in order to reinforce their 

positions. It remains to be seen how effective this will be. 
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Once wrapped up, this will be the second major defeat of Russian positions since Putin’s mobilization notice and 

annexation announcement. 

The danger exists that it may push the Russians into an escalation pattern, particularly should Ukraine reach and 

destroy the arriving Iskander trains. 

We need watch this very closely as any Russian escalation may include advanced weaponry.  

Developing: Ukrainian tanks have been rapidly advancing south along the Dnipro river, Reuters reports from Kyiv, 

where officials are mum about confirming much. 

For its part, Ukraine's military claimed to have liberated the Kherson city of Myrolyubivka on Monday, saying little else 

besides its "offensive in the South is ongoing." 

Ukraine mauled a Russian fighter regiment, shooting down a quarter of its crews - The Ukrainian armed 

forces’ counterattacks chewed up several of the Russian military’s most important formations. The elite 1st Guards 

Tanks Army and its supporting 144th Guards Motor Rifle Division, to name two. Also, the essential 3rd Army Corps—the 

Kremlin’s main reserve formation for the Ukraine war. 

We can add to the list one of the Russian air force’s best fighter regiments. In seven months of intensive fighting, 

Ukrainian air-defenses have shot down a quarter of the crews of a unit believed to be the 559th Bomber Aviation 

Regiment, based in Morozovsk in western Russia near the border with Ukraine. 

A Russian blogger on a popular aviation channel referred to the losses in an emotional post. “There is a bomber 

regiment where every fourth crews has already been shot down,” they wrote. 

The 559th BAR is the bomber regiment that’s closest to Ukraine and the most active over the battlefield. 

The unit had as many as 36 twin-engine, two-seat, supersonic Su-34 fighters in its inventory in late February. The 

Ukrainians have shot down 14 Su-34s that independent analysts can confirm, in addition to 43 other Russian fighters 

and attack planes. 

It’s apparent most of the Su-34s Russia has lost belonged to the 559th BAR. It’s not apparent how many of the crews 

survived and returned to base to fly and fight again. 

The Su-34 on paper is one of the most sophisticated fighters in the world. 

A highly-evolved variant of the 

Su-27 air- superiority fighter 

with side-by- side seating and 

special sensors for the ground-attack role, the Su-

34 promised to usher in a new era of high-tech, 

precision bombing for the Russian air force. 

Instead, they have flown into Ukraine lugging the 

same dated bombs that all other Russian fighter 

carry. A lack of precision-guided munitions—not 

to mention Russian doctrine that conceives of aircraft 

essentially as flying artillery—forces the $50-million Su- 34s to fly low through the 

thickest Ukrainian air-defenses in order to have any chance of delivering their bombs with any degree of accuracy. 

Thus the steep losses in the 559th BAR should come as no surprise. Russia is losing Su-34s far faster than it can replace 

them. The Russian air force ordered its first batch of 32 Su-34s back in 2008. A second batch of 92 followed in 2012. The 
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Russians as of 2021 possessed around 122 Su-34s in several regiments including the 559th BAR. Now they’re down to 

no more than 108. 

The Red Line – In lieu of supplying longer-range weapons and advanced American fighter jets, the U.S. is focusing on 

other kinds of support as the conflict enters a new phase. Russia’s Foreign Ministry said earlier this month that 

supplying longer-range weapons would cross a “red line,” and make the U.S. a party to the conflict. 

The US, EU and NATO are trying not to make this bigger than what it is right now. That’s a very difficult tightrope to 

walk down, to make sure that Ukraine has what they need to survive and fight and try to protect their sovereign 

country, without turning this into World War III. 

Defense contractors are toeing that line by equipping Ukrainian MiG-29 and Su-27 fighter aircraft with anti-radar 

missiles designed for more capable Western jets. 

It typically takes the U.S. military a year or two to integrate new weapons onto a jet for the first time. In Ukraine’s case, 

the process took just a couple of months. 

“When you take a Western HARM anti-radiation missile that’s designed for F-16s ... to put them on an Eastern Bloc 

MiG-29 or Su-27 is no easy feat,” a military analyst said. “Is it as integrated as it is on an F-16? Of course not. So it 

doesn’t have all the capabilities that it would on an F-16. But we’re able to do it.” 

HARM missiles can pick up on anti-aircraft radar signatures to home in and destroy those systems. Introducing those 

weapons into the fight has forced Russian troops to temporarily turn off the radars altogether. 

“If you get them to shut down their radars, then they can’t shoot down aircraft,” the analyst said. “Even though you 

don’t get a kinetic kill [of a radar], you get a kill by having them shut down. Then you get localized air superiority for a 

period of time, where you can do what you need to do, and then leave.” 

It’s one example of how combat tactics are evolving as the war carries on. Ukrainians and Russians alike have started 

moving their surface-to-air missiles every six to 12 hours, Hecker noted. 

U.S. and NATO officials are betting that the intelligence supplied to Ukraine will continue to strengthen its hand. 

While Western officials haven’t publicly acknowledged the full extent of that aid, the New York Times reported the US 

has provided Ukraine with information on Russian command posts, ammunition depots and other key nodes. Such real-

time intelligence has allowed the Ukrainians to target Russian forces, kill senior generals and force ammunition supplies 

to be moved farther from the Russian front lines. 

The Pentagon is now focused on building an allied force of air, land and sea assets that connect with those of NATO 

countries. It’s unclear whether it would take the same approach with Ukraine, which has not been accepted into the 

transatlantic military alliance. 

The Russian defeat in Kharkiv Oblast and Lyman -  combined with the Kremlin’s failure to conduct partial 

mobilization effectively and fairly are fundamentally changing the Russian information space. Kremlin-sponsored media 

and Russian milbloggers – a prominent Telegram community composed of Russian war correspondents, former proxy 

officials, and nationalists – are grieving the loss of Lyman while simultaneously criticizing the bureaucratic failures of 

the partial mobilization. Kremlin sources and milbloggers are attributing the defeat around Lyman and Kharkiv Oblast to 

Russian military failures to properly supply and reinforce Russian forces in northern Donbas and complaining about the 

lack of transparency regarding the progress of the war. 

Some guests on heavily-edited Kremlin television programs that aired on October 1 even criticized Putin’s decision to 

annex four Ukrainian oblasts before securing their administrative borders or even the frontline, expressing doubts 
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about Russia’s ability ever to occupy the entirety of these territories. Kremlin propagandists no longer conceal their 

disappointment in the conduct of the partial mobilization, frequently discussing the illegal mobilization of some men 

and noting issues such as alcoholism among newly mobilized forces. Some speaking on live television have expressed 

the concern that mobilization will not generate the force necessary to regain the initiative on the battlefield, given the 

poor quality of Russian reserves. (ISW). 

The Russian information space has significantly deviated from the narratives preferred by the Kremlin 

and the Russian Ministry of Defense (MoD) - that things are generally under control. The current onslaught of 

criticism and reporting of operational military details by the Kremlin’s propagandists has come to resemble the 

milblogger discourse over this past week. The Kremlin narrative had focused on general statements of progress and 

avoided detailed discussions of current military operations. The Kremlin had never openly recognized a major failure in 

the war prior to its devastating loss in Kharkiv Oblast, which prompted the partial reserve mobilization. 

The Russian MoD has consistently focused on exaggerating Russian success in Ukraine with vague optimistic statements 

while omitting presentations of specific details of the military campaign. Their briefing has claimed to capture the same 

villages more than once as ISW and independent investigators have observed, and they rarely release photographic 

evidence confirming claims of advances. 

It has sought to impose this kind of narrative on the milbloggers as well. Advisor to the Russian Defense Minister 

Andrey Ilnitsky called on Russian journalists and milbloggers on May 26 to refrain from presenting detailed coverage of 

the war and to avoid publishing negative information that could help the West infiltrate the Russian information space 

and win the “hybrid war.” 

Milbloggers largely disregarded MoD directives, and Putin seemed to support them in this disobedience, rewarding 

them with a lengthy personal meeting on June 17. Most milbloggers continued to report Russian battlefield setbacks 

and to criticize failures in the partial mobilization, often in strident tones.  

Putin has not apparently punished any major milbloggers for their outspokenness or allowed others to punish them. He 

has, however, kept their critiques off of mainstream Russian airwaves. Kremlin mouthpieces on federally-owned TV 

channels had continued to puppet the MoD and Kremlin lines for the most part—until the partial mobilization. (ISW). 

Putin relies on controlling the information space in Russia to safeguard his regime much more than on the 

kind of massive oppression apparatus the Soviet Union used, making disorder in the information space potentially even 

more dangerous to Putin than it was to the Soviets. Putin has never rebuilt the internal repression apparatus the 

Soviets had in the KGB, Interior Ministry forces, and Red Army to the scale required to crush domestic opposition by 

force. He has not until recently even imposed the kinds of extreme censorship that characterized the Soviet state.  

Russians have long had nearly free access to the internet, social media, and virtual private networks (VPNs), and Putin 

has notably refrained from blocking Telegram even though the platform refused his demands to censor its content and 

even as he has disrupted his people’s access to other platforms.  

The Russian information space has instead relied on journalists and TV talk-show guests to enforce coerced self-

censorship, especially after the Kremlin adopted a law that threatens Russians with up to 15 years in jail for 

“discrediting the army.”  

Criticism on Russian federal TV channels of military failings and failings of the partial mobilization effort, especially 

following the defeat at Lyman, is thus daring and highly unusual for the Kremlin’s propaganda shows. It has brought the 

tone and tenor of some of the milblogger critiques of Russia’s performance in the war into the homes of average 

Russians through official Kremlin channels for the first time. (ISW). 
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Chechen leader Ramzan Kadyrov and Wagner Private Military Company financier Evgeniy Prigozhin 

have further damaged the Kremlin’s vulnerable narratives during and after the fall of Lyman. Kadyrov published a 

hyperbolic rant on October 1 accusing Russian military command of failing to promptly respond to the deteriorating 

situation around Lyman and that Russia needs to liberate the annexed four oblasts with all available means including 

low-yield nuclear weapons. Prigozhin reiterated Kadyrov’s critiques of the Russian military leadership. The West‘s focus 

on Kadyrov’s nuclear threat obscured the true importance of these statements. 

Putin supporters are enraged by 

retreat from Lyman - Two powerful 

supporters of Putin turned on Russia’s 

military leadership after it ordered a 

retreat from a key city in eastern 

Ukraine, a striking sign of dissent within 

the Russian elite that comes as the 

Kremlin tries to project an image of 

strength and unity. 

Ramzan Kadyrov, the strongman leader 

of the southern Russian republic of 

Chechnya, wrote on the Telegram 

messaging app that Russia’s top military 

brass had “covered for” an 

“incompetent” general who should now 

be “sent to the front to wash his shame 

off with blood.” 

Yevgeny Prigozhin, the business magnate 

close to Mr. Putin who leads the Wagner 

group —an army of mercenaries fighting 

for Russia in the war — issued a 

statement an hour later declaring that he 

agreed with Mr. Kadyrov. 

Blast rocks Russian airbase in 

Crimea as horrified tourists watch 

explosion from nearby beach - The 

cause of the explosion, which sent sparks 

and plumes of smoke into the air, is 

currently unknown. 

But according to the Russian-appointed 

head of occupied Sevastopol, munitions detonated on a military aircraft that overshot the runway at Belbek airport. 

There were no immediate reports of missile strikes on the plane or airport by Ukraine. It was unclear if there were 

casualties, but it was reported that the pilot managed to escape. 

Ukrainian forces continued to liberate settlements east and northeast of Lyman and have liberated Torske 

in Donetsk Oblast. Russian sources claimed that Russian forces withdrew from their positions northeast of Lyman, likely 

to positions around Kreminna and along the R66 Svatove-Kreminna highway. 
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Ukrainian forces continued to advance on settlements east of Kupyansk and liberated Kisharivka in Kharkiv 

Oblast. 

Russian forces continued to launch unsuccessful assaults around Bakhmut, Vyimka, and Avdiivka. 

Ukrainian forces resumed counteroffensives in northern Kherson Oblast and have secured positions in 

Zolota Balka and Khreshchenivka. Russian sources claimed that Ukrainian forces also liberated Shevchekivka and 

Lyubymivka, pushing Russian forces to new defensive positions around Mykailivka. 

Russian forces continued to target Kryvyi Rih and Mykolaiv Oblast with Iranian-made Shahed-136 drones. 

Russian State Duma MPs withdrew a law that would have given mobilized men a one-time payment of 300,000 

rubles (about $4,980) and other benefits, without providing a reason for their decision. Ukrainian military officials 

stated that Russian forces are forming a motorized rifle division with mobilized men from Crimea, Krasnodar Krai, and 

the Republic of Adygea. 

Russian President Vladimir Putin submitted a draft law to the State Duma on admitting the Donetsk and 

Luhansk People’s Republics, and Zaporizhia and Kherson Oblasts, to the Russian Federation. 

Russian mobilization 

‘Army’ larger than Russia’s invasion force likely fled mobilization - More Russians have likely fled their 

country in the week since Putin announced mobilization plans than made up the entire force massed to invade Ukraine 

seven months ago, according to the U.K. MoD. 

"In the seven days since President Putin announced the 'partial mobilization,' there has been a considerable exodus of 

Russians seeking to evade call-up," the U.K. MoD said in its latest intelligence assessment of the war. "While exact 

numbers are unclear, it likely exceeds the size of the total invasion force Russia fielded in February 2022." 

Estimates of Russia's pre-invasion military force range from 130,000 to 190,000 troops. Middle-class, better educated, 

and ethnic majority Russians are as overrepresented in the masses fleeing Russia as ethnic minorities appear to be in 

those being conscripted. The exodus, combined with the number of military-aged male Russian citizens being 

mobilized, contributes to an accelerated “brain drain” from Russian society, according to the U.K. MoD. 

Comment – When considering the number above – 130,000 to 190,000 – one can appreciate the scale of Russia’s 

manpower challenge. Ukraine tracks every death and casualty in its war against Russia, and reports – as of earlier today 

– that 60,000+ have been killed in combat, meaning, in general warfare parlance, multiples of that number have been 

injured. 

The Kremlin’s declaration of partial mobilization exposed the general Russian public to the 

consequences of the defeat around Kharkiv - and then at Lyman, shattering the Kremlin’s efforts to portray the 

war as limited and generally successful. The Russian defeat around Lyman has generated even more confusion and 

negative reporting in mainstream Russian information space than Russian withdrawals from Kyiv, Snake Island, or even 

Kharkiv.  

The impact of Lyman is likely greater because Russians now fear being mobilized to fix problems on the battlefield. An 

independent Russian polling organization, the Levada Center, found that more than half of respondents said that they 

were afraid that the war in Ukraine could lead to general mobilization, whereas the majority of respondents had not 

voiced such concerns in February 2022.  
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Russians also likely see that the Kremlin is executing the current partial mobilization – which was supposed to be a 

limited call-up of qualified reservists – in an illegal and deceptive manner, which places more men at the risk of being 

mobilized to reinforce collapsing frontlines. 

Concerns about ‘future’ of Russia as men flee to Europe - ‘Inside Russia’ YouTuber Konstantin Samoilov says he 

is worried about the future of Russia and prays it has “enough common sense” not to use nuclear weapons. 

Russian men have fled the country after Putin ordered the mobilization of men to join the frontlines in Ukraine. 

“Everything is kind of down the toilet – the freedoms, the economy and everything else,” he told Sky News Australia. 

As protests erupt over Putin’s draft, a more ominous threat surfaces - demonstrators in the mostly 

Muslim north Caucasus are hinting at secession - Since Putin announced mobilization, the country’s first military 

draft since World War II, protests have erupted across Russia. From the glittering Russian capital to army recruitment 

offices in Siberia to impoverished fishing villages in the Far East, thousands of Russians have taken to the streets to 

express opposition to fighting Moscow’s war in Ukraine. They have also staged a wave of arson attacks on conscription 

offices and even shot a military recruiter. 

Though subject to a steady stream of anti-Ukraine propaganda that paints Kyiv as a fascist state run by “Nazis,” the 

number of Russians opposing Moscow’s neo-imperialist war is steadily growing.  

But there is a corner of Russia where these protests are taking on a different flavor. In the mostly Muslim North 

Caucasus, the protesters’ message for the Kremlin is stark: “This is not our war.” 

“Our” says a lot here. The string of small republics along Russia’s southern flank has long opposed Moscow’s rule, 

resistance that goes back centuries, and the threat of separatism is an ever-present thorn in the Kremlin’s side. A 

simmering Islamist insurgency, low standards of living and widespread racial discrimination make these most fragile of 

Russia’s regions a veritable tinderbox. 

Now inside Russia’s Achilles’ heel, dissent is gaining momentum at a record pace. War in the North Caucasus brought 

Putin to power 22 years ago. Then a little-known prime minister, Putin earned his hardline reputation with a renewed 

bombing campaign of Chechnya, paving the way for his presidential win in 2000. 

Russia commentators are now wondering: Will war also be his undoing? “Ironically, the state’s great strength in 

creating propaganda narratives has been to use social media effectively,” says Ian Garner, a scholar of Russian war 

propaganda. “But they’re not conducting a symphony orchestra, it’s more like throwing bait out to animals who are 

barely under control. And now the anti-mobilization narrative is spreading, and the state is struggling to restrain what it 

has, in a sense, created,” he tells New Lines. 

Today, Chechnya is governed with an iron fist by pro-Kremlin despot Ramzan Kadyrov. But that didn’t stop a group of 

over 100 mothers from gathering this week on the central square in the republic’s capital of Grozny in protest against 

the mobilization order (they were immediately punished by authorities who conscripted their sons later that day).  

On either side of Chechnya — to its west, Ingushetia, and to its east, Dagestan on the Caspian Sea — people are staging 

much larger protests. In the Dagestani capital of Makhachkala, protesters have blocked highways as both men and 

women, T-shirt-clad and wearing hijabs, young and old have clashed with police. On Sept. 26, Telegram channel 

“Morning Dagestan” announced the creation of a “partisan” movement to stop the mobilization, with plans to attack 

state infrastructure like railways and gas pipelines every night. “May Allah destroy the occupiers,” one member wrote 

in reply. Protesters have gathered at night on the beautiful, cobblestone streets of the Dagestani city of Derbent, where 

Islam first crossed into Russia in the seventh century and where communities attend mosques that were built long 

before Russia finally managed to annex the region over 200 years ago. 
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“The Caucasus are not Russia!” another man wrote in a separate post on the channel. “Putin is so scared of color 

revolutions that he actually brought Maidans to Russia, with his own hands,” he said, referring to the “Maidan 

protests” in Kyiv eight years ago that ousted the pro-Russian leadership. Within hours, the post had almost 8,000 likes. 

The messaging and framing coming out of the protests evoke the various struggles for independence from Moscow. On 

social media, protest organizers have drawn on the region’s storied past of resistance for the imagery they use. A flier 

in Ingushetia shows people dressed in the traditional dress of the Caucasus, with men in the cartridge-laden woolen 

coats often associated with the fight for freedom.  

Illustrated posters for rallies in Makhachkala show the outline of a man against a backdrop of the Caucasus mountains, 

painted in blazing red. It feels like a nod toward the bloodshed that has taken place in those hills in both pre-

revolutionary and Soviet times.  

Josef Stalin’s vicious deportation of the entire Chechen and Ingush populations to Central Asia during World War II has 

had a lasting effect on the people’s psyche and sense of otherization from the rest of Russia. The event, in which at 

least 130,000 people died, is solemnly marked each year in both republics.  

As the Soviet Union was breaking apart 30 years ago, Chechnya dared to declare independence from Russia, which led 

to two bloody wars of secession that ended when Russian troops invaded the tiny republic. The second of these wars 

started in 1999, when Putin’s troops flattened Grozny and killed tens of thousands of civilians. Though initially fueled by 

goals of independence, the movement across the North Caucasus morphed into an Islamist insurgency that Moscow 

has struggled to contain ever since.  

In Dagestan, with a population of some 3 million, almost 2,000 people left to join the Islamic State group — about the 

same number who left France (with a population of over 65 million) for that purpose. 

Demonstrators held large protests after Friday prayers last week. “Invaders do not become martyrs,” one poster says.  

People in the North Caucasus are acutely aware of what a Russian invasion feels like, even today. The 19th-century, 

anti-colonial war against tsarist forces, which raged for almost 50 years, took a terrible toll on the highlanders and still 

influences the modern mindset; there is scarcely a Dagestani home or family that does not have a portrait of the 

warrior Imam Shamil, the freedom fighter who took on imperial Russia. 

It would be remiss to not draw parallels with World War II. Like Putin’s present-day control over the North Caucasus, 

the Great Patriotic War, as it is called in Russia, was the defining moment of glory in the country’s relatively recent past. 

During his time in power, Putin has steadily politicized the Soviet Union’s defeat of Nazi Germany, making May 9 the 

country’s most important secular holiday. The day is marked with elaborate military parades on Moscow’s Red Square, 

and foreign leaders have often attended. A staggering 27 million Soviets died in the war. The loss of so many and the 

ultimate victory have played an instrumental role in the country’s contemporary mythmaking, sense of identity and 

creeping militarization. Putin used this year’s May 9 speech to build support for his 21st-century war of aggression in 

Ukraine. 

His mobilization order, which dipped into the general population, has effectively transformed the conflict from a so-

called special military operation in a faraway place to a war to defend Russian land; the last time this was the case was 

in 1941, when Nazi troops invaded the Soviet Union. (The only other time Russia called up men for military service was 

in 1914, when Russia entered World War I, with what was then the largest army in the world). Moscow’s disastrous, 

decadelong war in Afghanistan in the 1980s, though it involved a draft, was never officially declared as such. 

Watching videos of conscripted men on social media last week felt like witnessing World War II in real time. Across 

Russia, unfit, poorly trained men — just as they were eighty years ago — bid farewell to their wives and relatives as 

they boarded buses to military bases or straight to the front lines in Ukraine. Shortly before the mobilization order, 
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there was evidence of men being rounded up in prisons to be sent to Ukraine, echoing a central part of Soviet strategy 

during World War II that involved the creation of battalions with men from penal colonies. 

Since the mobilization order, videos have since surfaced of men drinking alcohol and boasting about the Ukrainian 

women they will abuse and their plans for marauding. Instead of the famous phrase “To Berlin!” — which has become 

synonymous in Russian society with Soviet victory, emblazoned on hats and seen on T-shirts and cars — many of these 

men chanted, “To Kyiv!” But once the new soldiers were at their bases, several hastily filmed phone videos show them 

complaining about the lack of supplies and inadequate food. Some expressed their fear of being “cannon fodder.” 

Unlike World War II, the war in Ukraine does not look like it will end in triumph for Moscow. By tapping into past glories 

to move forward, Putin has ended up in the opposite direction, toward humiliation. 

How will Russia wrest back that narrative now? 

Central Asia wrestles with huge influx of Russians fleeing army duty - As Russians escaping a partial military 

mobilization in their homeland drank their morning coffee in a cinema that opened its doors for them in northwestern 

Kazakhstan, Central Asia was waking up to yet more fallout from Moscow’s bloody war in Ukraine. 

Almost a week into the drive for soldiers that Putin announced in response to a tide-shifting Ukrainian 

counteroffensive, sightings of Russians wandering the streets of cities throughout the region with backpacks and lost 

expressions have become commonplace. 

So, too, have lengthening lines at the state borders that Russian citizens can still cross without visas, as reports that 

Moscow may soon move to close off the exits -- at least to men of fighting age -- deepen the panic. 

Putin 

Russia's forces are approaching mutiny - and when that happens, Putin goes the way of the Tsars - Few 

nations have as deep a sense of their own history as the Russians. Indeed, it was on the basis of a tendentious tract 

about the historic 'unity' of Russians and Ukrainians that President Putin justified his invasion of an independent 

neighboring state. 

But another word, also with great resonance in Russian history, now hangs over the Kremlin's flailing military campaign. 

And that word is: Mutiny. 

Remarkably, it was raised on Moscow's main TV channel last week by the woman described as Putin's propagandist-in-

chief, Margarita Simonyan, during the nightly discussion programme on the state of the 'special military operation'. 

The striking-looking Simonyan is the head of RT, the Kremlin's English-language broadcasting network (now banned in 

the UK); but here she was speaking to a Russian audience. 

She was raging about the incompetence with which Putin's 'partial mobilisation', announced on September 21, was 

being carried out, and the gross inadequacy of the provisions being supplied to the hundreds of thousands being called 

up to fight: 'Students, people with serious illnesses, single mothers, people as old as 62 . . . and being handed rotten 

things, no helmets or body armour.' 

She warned the heads of the armed forces: 'Comrade Commanders: don't anger the people!' 

And now came the reference to historic precedent. Simonyan told the 'commanders' to remember the mutiny on the 

Battleship Potemkin during the Russo-Japanese war of 1905, which was provoked by the fact that all the meat available 

to the crew had been maggot-infested. 
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'Let me remind you that in 1905, small things like that led to the first mutiny of an entire military unit in the history of 

our country. Is that what you want?' 

Like the invasion of Ukraine, the 1905 Russo-Japanese war saw the much larger country suffer from a series of blunders 

based on an exaggerated sense of its own military capability — and, to some astonishment, the Japanese won. 

The Potemkin mutiny was put down, but the privations and humiliations linked to that conflict led to uprisings in Russia 

itself — known as the 1905 Revolution. The result was that the Tsar was forced to concede political reforms, including 

the inauguration of multi-party elections. 

Lenin and the Bolsheviks saw the Potemkin mutiny as an inspiration for their own seizure of power in 1917. 

An intercepted call dated September 2 reveals a Russian soldier telling a relative: 'In our unit, they're going to get 

together, they're going to go to [the senior commander] Zavatsky, and lay down their arms … all the infantry, it looks to 

me, they couldn't give a s*** any more about anything.' 

By all accounts, Putin, who has increasingly taken personal control of military planning, à la Nicholas II, had resisted his 

officers' request to retreat earlier from Lyman. This latest slaughter of Russians is on him, and him alone, even if 

Margarita Simonyan and others of the Kremlin's propagandists continue to claim that the setbacks — to put it mildly — 

are the responsibility of the 'commanders' rather than the Commander-in-Chief. 

But her warnings of 'mutiny' and even a 'Potemkin' moment — rooted in some of the most tumultuous episodes of 

Russian history — are the augury of the end of this war, if not of Putin's fall. 

Russia's troops are not just short of food and the most basic equipment; in the recent call-up, they have even been told 

to take their wives' and girlfriends' tampons for putting in any wounds they receive, as no tourniquets are available. 

Putin sees himself as the successor to his country's most revered rulers — notably Peter the Great — in restoring what 

he regards as territory rightfully Russia's. Instead, he faces the fate of the last of the Tsars. 

Putin running out of options as Ukraine gains ground - Putin's botched mobilization, alleged sabotage of 

Europe's gas supply and annexation of Ukrainian regions his forces do not fully control have raised questions over what 

the Russian leader will do next. 

The cheering crowds in Red Square marking the seizure of the partially occupied Ukrainian regions jarred with images 

of thousands trying to flee Russia to avoid mobilization. 

Within a day of Putin's declaration that the Luhansk, Zaporizhzhia and Kherson regions were Russian, enshrined by 

referendums the U.S. has labelled a "sham", Ukrainian forces said they had surrounded the City of Lyman in Donetsk 

oblast, which according to the Russian leader, is another extension of Moscow's sovereignty. 

The annexations to consolidate politically what may be difficult to hold militarily point to Putin feeling increasingly 

cornered, according to L. Freedman, author of Command: The Politics of Military Operations from Korea to Ukraine. 

"In terms of diplomacy, it complicates things, because the expectation now is that he has to withdraw from territory 

that is claimed as being Russian, as opposed to territory that he had acknowledged as being Ukrainian," he said.  

"If he has to climb down in the end, it makes it even worse because he has since raised the stakes without having the 

means to hold on to the territory he's claiming," he said, "I think it's pretty desperate stuff." 

Freedman believed that until the Kharkiv offensive in which Kyiv's forces made lightning gains, Putin had thought his 

troops could push on and that Ukrainian troops did not have the capacity to turn things around themselves. 
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The milblogger community may begin to undermine Putin’s narratives to his core audience amidst the defeats and 

failures of the Russian war in Ukraine, however, especially as their narratives spread to mainstream Kremlin-controlled 

outlets. Milbloggers are increasingly appearing on Russian state television and in Kremlin-affiliated outlets following the 

collapse of the Kharkiv frontline and are boldly pointing out failures in the Russian military campaign while exaggerating 

the need for Russia to win the war and the price Russians should be prepared to pay.[22] Putin likely attempted to win 

back some of the milbloggers by inviting them to his annexation speech in Moscow and by integrating them into the 

mainstream media.[23] But mibloggers are fueling impossible expectations and making demands that Putin and the 

Russian government cannot possibly meet. They insist that Putin seize all of Ukraine when Russian forces are only 

capable of making incremental territorial gains around Bakhmut and Avdiivka. They are calling on Russian military 

recruitment centers and the Russian MoD to fix the generational bureaucratic issues plaguing partial mobilization. They 

are likely adding to the domestic problems Putin will face in the coming months, however much it may seem to Putin 

that they are helping him through a hard time. 

Putin may be experiencing an odd variant of the problems Mikhail Gorbachev encountered resulting 

from his glasnost’ (openness) policy. Gorbachev partially opened the Soviet information space in the mid-1980s in the 

hopes that Soviet citizens would give him insight into the causes of bureaucratic dysfunction within the Soviet state 

that he could not identify from above. But Soviet citizens did not stop where Gorbachev wanted or expected them to 

and instead began attacking the entire Soviet system. The reforms (perestroika) he initiated after a period of glasnost’ 

ended up destroying the Soviet Union rather than strengthening it. (ISW). 

Putin is no doubt fully aware of this pattern and surely has no intention of repeating it - He has never 

established Soviet-level degrees of control over the Russian information space even as he has steadily narrowed it to 

only platforms he tolerates. He has absolved the milbloggers of having to adhere to Kremlin-approved narratives while 

keeping open the platform on which they present to a core constituency on which he relies, and he is now 

mainstreaming them further. It remains to be seen how much Putin will tolerate and what will happen if and when he 

attempts to shut down the milbloggers and their critiques, increasingly of his own decisions, that he has allowed for the 

moment to circulate in Russia. (ISW). 

Something fishy in the Baltics….. 

Nord Stream 2 pipeline leaks appear to have stopped, say Danish authorities - Danish authorities believe 

the Nord Stream 2 pipeline carrying natural gas from Russia to Europe appears to have stopped leaking. 

Will Russia attack undersea internet cables next? - Explosions at the Nord Stream major national gas pipelines 

connecting Russia to the European Union have Western policymakers asking: what will be targeted next? 

No one has yet to take responsibility for the attacks against the pipelines. But American and European officials have 

been quick to point the finger at the Kremlin — amid warnings the labyrinthine network of undersea cables that power 

the global internet could be an inviting target. 

So far, few, if any, of these internet cables — which connect all of the world's continents and represent the digital 

superhighway for everything from YouTube videos to financial market transactions — have ever been sabotaged by 

foreign intelligence agencies or non-government actors. 

But the threat is real. In part, that's due to weak security around these cables and a willingness by authoritarian 

regimes like Russia to go after non-military targets and use so-called hybrid warfare tactics. 

What's an undersea cable? 
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Almost all of the world's internet traffic is carried across a global network of more than 400 fiberoptic pipes that, 

collectively, span 1.3 million kilometers. They are almost exclusively operated by private companies like Google and 

Microsoft, as well as France's Alcatel Submarine Networks and, increasingly, China's Huawei Marine Networks. 

There are dozens of these cables connecting the EU with the United States — arguably the world's most important 

digital relationship — though similar networks link Latin America with Asia, and Africa with Europe, respectively. 

Part of the vulnerability is down to these cables' location. They span the globe and are often located in extremely 

remote areas, which are easily accessible to submarines or unmanned underwater vehicles. A lack of regulatory 

oversight over how these networks operate also makes it difficult for companies and governments to protect them. 

Most of these pipelines are located in international waters. 

What's the threat, and is it real? 

Concerns have centered on a foreign government — such as Russia, China or North Korea — sabotaging these undersea 

cables, which are mostly unguarded and beyond the control of Western governments. National security officials have 

warned that adversarial regimes may also try to tap into these pipes for surveillance purposes, though both the U.S. 

and European authorities have carried out such deep-sea wire-trapping activity. 

The risk isn't new. For at least a decade, policymakers have raised red flags that undersea internet cables represent an 

easy target and need more government support to keep them safe. Almost two years ago, Jens Stoltenberg, NATO 

secretary general, told reporters undersea cables were vital not just for civilian society purposes — such as the 

functioning of financial markets — but also "for different military capabilities." Most Western military can quickly turn 

to backup satellite communications if these undersea cables become compromised. 
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So far, the concerns over the vulnerability of these seabed cables have yet to be borne out in reality. Almost two-thirds 

of all detected faults on these cables, for instance, are tied directly with maritime shipping, either fishing nets 

disturbing the pipes or boats' anchors accidentally causing damage, according to data from TeleGeography, which 

tracks the industry. The remaining faults are mostly due to normal wear-and-tear or environmental reasons like 

earthquakes. 

China 

President Xi Jinping warns Communist Party to prepare for ‘great struggles’ ahead - President Xi Jinping 

has called on Communist Party members to focus on their “historical mission” and prepare for “great struggles” ahead.  

In an article published on Saturday, China’s National Day, in the party journal Qiushi, Xi said the country “has never 

been closer” to achieving its great national rejuvenation, but the last mile would be full of perils and challenges. 

Chinese state media warns Russia-Ukraine war 'spiraling out of control' - The war between Russia and 

Ukraine is "spiraling out of control," according to the former head of a Chinese state-run newspaper. 

Hu Xijin, former editor-in-chief of China's Global Times, attributed his comment to the continuing threat of nuclear 

warfare, voter referendums in Russian-occupied regions of Ukraine and mysterious circumstances surrounding the 

Nord Stream pipeline leaks. 

"The deliberate mass destruction of the undersea gas pipelines is an attack conducted out of unprecedented insanity," 

Xijin wrote in a Global Times op-ed published Wednesday. "It reminds us that there are many oil and gas pipelines 

going under the sea around the world and even more submarine communications cables. Sabotaging the Nord Stream 

pipelines is like opening Pandora's box and revealing new horrors within." 

Xijin called the timing of the Nord Stream leaks "particularly important," considering they were first detected on the 

same day as the voter referendums in Ukraine. 

Comment – As included in the list of fault lines in Friday’s Update, the question arises as to whether China is move 

westward. No major news items or content is carried in Chinese state media outlets without sanction by Chinese 

leadership. An article warning of this nature will have been OK’d by the controlling body and as such may be further 

indication of a move by China. 

What is said in public domain pales when compared to what is being communicated in quiet diplomatic channels.  

Impacts 

New Greece-Bulgaria gas pipeline limits 

dependency on Russia - A new Greece-

Bulgaria gas pipeline opened on Saturday 

promises to reduce dependency on Russian 

energy in the Balkans and make Greece a hub for 

energy in the region. The ceremony for the 

Greece-Bulgaria gas interconnector (IGB) was held 

in Sofia with the leaders of the two countries and 

the president of the European Commission 

attending. 

The 182-kilometer pipeline is connected to the 
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Trans Adriatic Pipeline (TAP), allowing for additional quantities of gas from Azerbaijan that arrive in Greek ports to flow 

to Italy and the wider Southeast Europe region. 

Containment 

More HIMARS - Ukraine will receive 18 more HIMARS as part of a $1.1 billion weapons package, but they will not be 

available for two years, Defense One reports. The package also includes aerial drone radars, explosive ordnance 

disposal equipment, and hundreds of vehicles. 

Germany, Denmark, Norway to deliver 16 howitzers to Ukraine - Germany, Denmark and Norway will buy 16 

Slovak Zuzana-2 howitzers for Ukraine, the German Defence Ministry said on Sunday, with delivery to begin next year. 

The guns, which can fire six projectiles a minute over a distance of 40 km, will be built in Slovakia, the ministry said. 

Germany says it will supply Ukraine with air defence system in days - Germany will deliver the first of four 

advanced IRIS-T air defence systems to Ukraine in the coming days to help ward off drone attacks, its defence minister 

Christine Lambrecht said during an unannounced visit to Odessa on Saturday. 

As air raid sirens sounded in the port city above, Lambrecht held talks with her Ukrainian counterpart Oleksii Reznikov 

in an underground bunker. Lambrecht had extended a visit to nearby Moldova for the meeting. 

The German armed forces themselves do not currently own the system, reckoned among the world's most advanced. 

Biden signs bill providing over $12bn in aid to Ukraine; Zelenskyy calls It 'powerful Act' – The US President 

has signed a $12.35 billion bill to finance the defence programs of Ukraine, the White House has announced. In a new 

bill to provide military and economic aid to Ukraine, the Biden government approved a bill to fund the defence 

capabilities and equipment of Ukraine amid its war against Russia and to continue intelligence and military support to 

the country, informed Ukraine’s President Zelenskyy.  

German military chief Christine Lambrecht visited the port city of Odesa on Saturday, where she spoke with her 

Ukrainian counterpart, Oleksii Reznikov. While there, Lambrecht promised Berlin would soon be sending four Iris-T SLM 

ground-based air-defense systems to Kyiv.  

In context: Ukrainian President Zelenskyy has asked Berlin for German tanks for several months now, but to no avail—

as The Telegraph reported in early September, and the New York Times elaborated upon a bit more just last week. 

GeoPolitics 

Russia’s new gas offensive against Europe - On 26 September, three of the four Russian Nord Stream I and II 

pipelines were damaged, causing gas leaks into the Baltic Sea. 

The following day, Björn Lund, a seismologist at the Swedish National Seismic Network at Uppsala University, rejected 

the possibility of earthquakes or landslides as the cause and confirmed the explosive nature of the leaks. 

On 28 September, Gazprom threatened Naftogaz of Ukraine with sanctions, stating that the latter had initiated 

arbitration proceedings accusing Gazprom of breaking a clause in the gas transit contract signed in December 2019. 

The European Commission has expressed deep concerns and promised to support any investigation to obtain the truth 

about what happened and why. Denmark, Sweden, and Germany have also started investigating these cases. 

Three-quarters of the gas transmission capacities from Russia to Germany via the Baltic Sea have been damaged. Yet, 

the only string of Nord Stream II left accidentally operational is the one connected to the Russian Slavyanskaya gas 
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compression station near Narva Bay with working units. Despite imposed sanctions, Russia still expects this string to be 

used by an EU Member State that would face a gas shortage during the upcoming heating period. 

While no cubic meter of gas has been physically lost on the market, the leaks at both Nord Streams have impacted 

European gas prices. So far, it is the first and only short-term victory of Putin’s beloved so-called multimovement. 

On 7 September, Putin warned Europe; if price caps on Russian energy sources are introduced, Russia will stop energy 

exports entirely, namely no more gas, oil, coal, and heating oil. With this in mind, it is worth analysing several directions 

of Russia’s approach against Europe using energy weapons. 

Baltic or Northern Attack 

Nord Stream I’s broken Baltic gas strings are a very suitable precondition for Russia to call for force majeure while 

simultaneously leaving the EU with only one option of taking the remaining single string of Nord Steam II into 

operation. This would counter Western sanctions, and Putin could claim absolute “victory” for his population. 

Respective media notifications to European decision-makers are already made. 

Western authorities expect threats to other gas transportation infrastructure in the Baltic and Nord Seas, and 

investigations at the site will soon reveal the instrument used to damage the pipelines. 

There are reportedly two options – an internal blast or an external explosion. 

The internal blast could only have happened due to a deliberate Russian act, specifically by sending a special technical 

unit designed to detect internal pipeline damage. It could, however, also bring an exploding unit and blast it at a certain 

string area. 

If an external explosion had occurred, it could have been caused by a regular or unmanned submarine. 

In the latter case, further damage to European gas infrastructure is highly possible if the EU and NATO do not 

substantially strengthen the monitoring of areas around main gas pipelines, electricity cables, and Internet connections. 

A Central European attack 

Gazprom’s sanction threat should be perceived as launching a second gas attack against Europe, coordinated with 

Russian authorities, who can use this opportunity to formally deploy full force majeure on the Ukrainian transit route, 

accusing Ukraine of so-called unfriendly actions. 

After potential sanctions were introduced by Russian authorities, Gazprom could stop its monthly advancement 

payments and force the Gas Transmission System Operator of Ukraine to deny providing further gas transit services. 

The absence of Russian gas transportation to Central Europe will immediately affect gas balance in the region and 

require redirection of flows, leading to eventual local gas shortages and further price spikes. 

For Ukraine, it implies that the threat of missile attacks on energy infrastructure, damaging critical pieces before the 

heating season and causing considerable social unrest and further migration to the EU, continues to grow. 

Southern or Black Sea attack 

Turkish Stream operates two strings, one in Turkey’s direction and another sourcing Serbia and Hungary, two crucial 

European Russian allies, which are doing their best to play against Europe’s united position and solidarity. 

Turkish confidence in stable Russian gas supplies is a case of arrogance, as the Kremlin has vital interests in enforcing 

Turkish suppleness to allow military ships from the Mediterranean into the Black Sea. 

Furthermore, winter gas shortages could be a key argument for Turkey to accept Russia’s request. (Euroactiv). 
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Can Canadian crude improve European energy security? - In 2021, Canada produced 4.74 million barrels of 

crude oil a day (mmbbl/d), making it the world’s fourth largest producer of crude oil. Projections suggest that by 2030, 

Canada will have increased its production to between 5.79 and 6.18 mmbbl/d. 

Canada’s expected rise in production would appear to have come at a fortuitous moment, as the sanctions placed on 

Russian crude oil in response to its invasion of Ukraine are impacting energy security around the world. However, both 

the availability and affordability of crude oil and refined petroleum products has become an issue in many countries. 

The European Union responded to the 

Russian invasion with a series of 

sanctions packages targeting Russian 

industry, oligarchs, and high-level 

officials. 

In June, the EU announced its 6th 

package of sanctions, including 

measures to immediately ban the 

import of two-thirds of Russian crude oil 

supplied to the EU by tanker. The ban is 

to increase to 90% by the December 

2022, with indefinite exemptions for 

Hungary, Slovakia, and the Czech 

Republic, and time-limited exemptions 

for Croatia and Bulgaria. 

Crude oil and natural gas liquids (NGLs) are produced in seven Canadian provinces and one territory. Only the provinces 

producing more than one percent of Canada’s total are considered. 

The Canada Energy Regulator (CER) projects Canada’s production of crude oil and NGLs to increase this decade, the 

volume depending on the policy scenario. 

In CER’s Current Policies scenario, actions on greenhouse emissions are assumed to be those in place today. The 

production of crude oil and NGLs increases from 2021 to 2030 by 22% . 

Canada is bounded by three coasts: to the 

west, the Pacific Ocean; the east, the 

Atlantic Ocean; and the north, the waters 

of the Arctic Archipelago; and to the 

south, a land border with the United 

States. These geographic factors have 

determined Canadian crude oil exports 

since the 1950s. 

In 2021, Canada produced about 4.3 

million barrels of crude oil and NGLs a day. 

Of this, 3.8 million barrels were exported. 

The effect of geography and economic 

expediency resulted in most of Canada’s 

production being shipped south to the 

United States. 
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Kazakhstan’s Russia problem - Central Asian state leaders have been visibly unnerved by the invasion of Ukraine, 

and China has been all too happy to comfort them. However, should Russia succeed, its former allies in Central Asia will 

likely pay a heavy price. 

Kazakhstan, Russia’s closest ally to the south, has openly refused to voice even the mildest note of support towards 

Russia regarding the invasion, and has been particularly targeted by a conciliatory China. In late March, the deputy 

chief of staff to President Kassym-Jomart Tokayev stated that whilst ‘Russia wants us to support them […] we don’t 

recognize Crimea, or Donbas.  

Yes, we are in a union with Russia, but it doesn’t apply to this situation.’ Shortly afterwards, Russian media reports 

suggested that Kazakhstan had supplied arms to Ukraine, a claim rejected by Astana. Nevertheless, at this year’s St. 

Petersburg International Economic Forum, an emboldened Tokayev stated that the country did not intend to recognize 

any Russian ‘quasi-state formations’ in Ukraine — whilst sharing a stage with Putin.  

The Russian president could do little but respond with an echo of his justification for the invasion of Ukraine: ‘What is 

the Soviet Union? This is historic Russia […] You are part of historic Russia.’ In contrast, at the SCO summit, Xi Jinping 

told Tokayev that China would ‘resolutely support [Kazakhstan’s] independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity […] 

and strongly oppose interference by any forces in the domestic affairs of your country.’ 

Putin’s comments on Kazakhstan’s years of joint history with Russia are not without merit: the knowledge of which has 

left both states bitter. Russian expansion into the region was fuelled in part by the competition for dominance 

engendered by the Great Game — as the British Empire expanded its influence in the area upwards towards the 

Caucasus, the Russian Empire expanded its influence southwards towards Afghanistan.  

Soon after the Russian Empire’s first outpost was positioned in Orsk in the early eighteenth century, the Russian 

language was implemented in all schools and governmental organisations at the expense of the native Kazakh.  

Competition for scarce resources between the Kazakhs and Russian emigres led to tensions between the groups, and 

the conscription of Muslims to fight in the eastern front of First World War culminated in a violent Central Asian revolt 

in 1916 — and a resulting exodus of hundreds of thousands into China. Bolsheviks swiftly disestablished the brief 

autonomous provisional government that followed the collapse of the Russian Empire, and Kazakhstan remained a 

Soviet Republic until the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991.  

Kazakhstan — the last republic to secede from the USSR — has slowly but surely seen a distancing of itself from the 

Russian state, but the level of such discourse over recent months has shocked Moscow. 

Russia notably helped the Kazakh government put down violent protests in their country earlier this year, an act which 

Kazakhstan has since downplayed. In a recent speech, Tokayev insisted Russian commentators were inclined to 

‘misrepresent the whole situation,’ by imagining that Russia had ‘saved’ Kazakhstan, insisting that Kazakhstan must 

therefore ‘serve and bow at the feet’ of their neighbor. Relations deteriorated further with the news that Tokayev had 

declined the Russian Order of Alexander Nevsky. 

Kazakhstan has been of a particular focus to Russian men fleeing extended conscription, with reported fifteen hour 

queues to enter the country, and warm welcomes from Kazakh volunteers greeting fleeing Russians with food and 

accommodation. The state’s Internal Affairs Ministry has estimated that 98,000 Russians have entered the country over 

the past week, with President Tokayev stating that Kazakhstan will ‘take care of them and ensure their safety [as] a 

political and humanitarian issue.’  

Kazakhstan has already stated that it will not recognize the possible annexation of eastern Ukraine through the 

discredited referendums currently being held in the area. ‘Kazakhstan proceeds from the principles of territorial 

integrity of states, their sovereign equivalence and peaceful coexistence,’ a ministry spokesman stated. 
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Kazakhstan’s pragmatic — even brazen — attitude towards Russia’s war has permitted it to ease itself out of a 

weakened Moscow’s grip, well aware that a closer relationship with Beijing is not merely possible but might even be 

significantly more beneficial. 

Concerns regarding international sanctions against Russia have spooked its neighbors, who would rather risk frayed ties 

with Moscow than miss the chance to lure investors seeking to relocate out of Russia.  

Kazakhstan in particular has courted foreign investment for years and has enjoyed significant economic benefits from 

Beijing’s Belt and Road Initiative. Astana typically stands to receive around $5billion per annum after developing 

infrastructure to connect China to Western Europe through the state and towards Russia — a figure under threat 

following Western sanctions against the latter. Other Central Asian states have taken note: Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan 

announced that the former would begin construction on a new rail line to Europe that would bypass Russia — and its 

sanctions.  

Fear of the Kremlin has rapidly declined in the post-Soviet states, creating instances of Russia lashing out at allies it 

could previously take for granted. Kazakhstan relies heavily on the Caspian Pipeline Consortium, which transports 

almost all of its oil exports across Russian territory to Novorossiysk. This flow was halted over the summer in the face of 

degrading diplomatic relations. 

If Russia manages to succeed in Ukraine and overcome Western sanctions, it is likely that Putin will seek to punish allies 

who deserted him. Kazakhstan in particular will worry that an emboldened and vindictive Russia may seek to intrude 

upon its sovereignty or territory.  

China is still pursuing a zero-Covid policy, and the recent summit was Xi Jinping’s first trip abroad in over two and a half 

years. That it was to Kazakhstan was no coincidence. China has been courting the post-Soviet republics for years now — 

Russia’s focus in Ukraine might just have unintentionally accelerated the estrangement of an ally they previously took 

for granted. (Engelsberg Ideas). 


